Secure Shred Consoles and Bins

Access supplies high-quality secure collection containers to ensure that you protect your brand and meet regulatory compliance.

(ex. FACTA, HIPAA, Gramm-Leach-Bliley and the Federal Privacy Act)

At Access, Compliance and Security is our Business

Console units and shred bins are strategically placed throughout your premises for easy and convenient use by all employees. Simply place your papers in the locked container and leave the destruction to us. The process is entirely hassle-free and confidential.

Access locations are AAA NAID certified for plant and mobile services for the destruction of:

- Paper
- Folders
- Hard Drives
- Electronic Media

Collection Carts (Shred Bins)

In high traffic or paper production areas, the destruction bin is ideal for mail rooms, copy rooms or warehouse environments. A cost-effective option, the Access shred bin is secured with a lock and includes wheels for easy placement and movement.

Consider shred and destruction bins for:

- Office moves
- Recurring, quarterly or yearly purges
- Down-sizing processes

Size Options | 32, 64, or 96 Gallons
Dimensions (64 Gallon) | 42"H x 23"W x 29"D (approximate)
Capacity (64 Gallon) | 225 pounds of paper (roughly seven letter-sized banker boxes)

Executive Consoles

The executive console blends nicely with most office décor. It also offers a flat top that can be used for additional storage space.

Dimensions | 36"H x 23"W x 15.5"D (approximate)
Capacity | Approximately 100 pounds of paper (roughly three letter-sized banker boxes)

About Access

Access is the largest privately-held records and information management services provider worldwide, with operations across the United States, Canada, Central and South America. Access provides transformative services, expertise, and technologies to make organizations more efficient and more compliant. Access helps companies manage and activate their critical business information through offsite storage and information governance services, scanning and digital transformation solutions, document management software including CartaHR, CartaDC and CartaDC Essentials, and secure destruction services. For 11 consecutive years, Access has been named to the Inc. 5000, the ranking of fastest-growing private companies in the U.S.